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Cavity QED with high- Q whispering gallery modes
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~Received 18 December 1997!

We report measurements of cavity-QED effects for the radiative coupling of atoms in a dilute vapor to the
external evanescent field of a whispering-gallery mode~WGM! in a fused silica microsphere. The highQ
(53107), small mode volume~1028 cm3), and unusual symmetry of the microcavity evanescent field enable

velocity-selective interactions between fields with photon number of order unity in the WGM andN̄T;1 atoms
in the surrounding vapor.@S1050-2947~98!50904-3#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct
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Cavity QED has proven to be a fertile arena in which
study coherent interactions between single atoms and
tons @1#. In the optical domain, the cavities employed
achieve strong coupling have been Fabry-Perot microres
tors with finesseF;105, as in the initial work of Ref.@2#
and continuing to the recent demonstrations of real-time c
ity QED with individual atoms@3,4#. By contrast, the whis-
pering gallery modes~WGMs! of quartz microspheres@5#
offer an alternative avenue to the regime of strong coup
with the potential to surpass Fabry-Perot cavities with
spect to certain key parameters in cavity QED. For exam
such resonators have the capability of achieving extrem
long photon storage lifetimes while maintaining a strong
pole coupling to an atomic@6#, ionic @7#, or molecular@8#
species via the small volume of a single mode, leading to
potential for ratios of coherent coupling to loss mechanis
in excess of 103 @6# . Indeed, quality factorsQ'83109 have
been reported for wavelengths 633 nm<l<852 nm, corre-
sponding to finesseF;2.23106 @9,10#, which is the highest
value on record for an optical resonator.

Motivated by these prospects, in this Rapid Communi
tion we report measurements of the interaction of atoms w
the external evanescent field of a whispering gallery mod
a domain in which cavity-QED effects become importa
More specifically, we study the modifications of cavity tran
mission due to the coupling ofN̄T;1 cesium atoms in a
thermal gas with a single resonant WGM at the level of a f
photons in the mode. The possibility for sensitivity toN̄T
;1 atoms in the microsphere’s evanescent field in the f
of Doppler broadening of roughly 100 times the natural lin
width is a consequence of the features of the microsph
used here, namely, small size~with radius a,60 mm and
mode volumeVm;1028 cm3) and narrow linewidth~with
Q1553105<Q<Q2553107). Although it is clearly desir-
able to reduce the Doppler broadening by coupling to c
atoms@3,4#, our current experiments are an exciting initi
step towards realizing the potential of WGMs for long-live
coherent dynamics in cavity QED.

The actual setup is depicted in Fig. 1 and consists o
grating stabilized diode laser of a few hundred kHz linewid
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coupled into a microsphere via frustrated total internal refl
tion from a prism@5#. The microspheres are fabricated fro
low-OH fused silica of indexn51.452 using an oxygen
hydrogen microtorch@11# and then mounted inside th
vacuum system. The rangeQ1→Q2 is accessed by using
different spheres and various modes of the same sphere
loading the bareQ of any individual mode with the prism
outcoupler, and by waiting for the gradual degradation of
Q due to repeated contact of the sphere with the prism
fact, it is necessary to couple to higher-order WGM rad
modes (p;324) in order to maintain an acceptable co
pling efficiency, as the incoupling optics are mounted outs
the vacuum chamber. In addition, the light is injected off
the horizontal symmetry plane of the microsphere by
angleQ;10°215° to take advantage of the slight ellipticit
of the spheres~typically ;3%! and excite the so-called pre
cessing modes@12,13#, thus allowing the direct emission
from a WGM to be separated from the reflected exciti
beam and collected onto a photomultiplier. We emphas
that this technique provides a directly transmitted be
analogous to that from a partially transmitting output coup
in a ring cavity, with the details of the excitation protoc
and mode identification discussed in more detail in Re

ni-

FIG. 1. A simplified schematic of the experimental setup
shown with detailed discussion in the text. The microsphere is
dicated by the dark circle at the face of the coupling prism and
surrounded by a dilute atomic cesium vapor.
R2293 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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@12,13#. Estimates for the mode numbers (l ,m) are given by
l;2pna/l for the orbital mode number andm5 lcosQ for
the azimuthal index, with both TE and TM polarizations i
cluded in our study. We thus isolate a single traveling-wa
mode (p,l ,m) that is degenerateonly with the counterrotat-
ing (p,l ,2m) mode, which forQ&53107 is unexcited, as
evidenced by the absence of any resolved doublets in
transmitted intensity@14#.

By thermally contacting the microsphere assembly to
Peltier element and monitoring temperature changes wi
thermistor @15#, a given cavity resonancevc is passively
stabilized to the frequencyva of the F54↔F855 hyper-
fine transition of the cesiumD2 line ~lifetime t51/2g.32
ns! at la5852 nm, with residual thermal drifts of the cavit
mode being;6500 kHz over 10 min. A piezo-controlled
translation stage is mounted inside the vacuum chambe
give fine control of the prism-sphere distance. The vacu
system itself is pumped to a background pressure of 128

Torr and contains a thermal cesium reservoir, leading to
atomic density of typically 23109 atoms/cm3, as monitored
by optical absorption in the vapor. Under the assumption
this background cesium density is a fair representation of
atomic density in the evanescent field, the total mode volu
external to the sphereVm

e ;5310210 cm3 implies thatN̄T;1
atom interacts with the mode.

Our procedure for data acquisition is to scan the f
quency of the incident laser while recording the intens
transmitted by the microsphere, with averaging times of s
eral minutes required to achieve an acceptable signa
noise ratio. The frequency of the incident laser is indep
dently monitored via saturated absorption spectroscopy
separate cesium cell. For small frequency scans of625
MHz, a second method consists of FM locking of the lase
the atomic line and frequency scanning using a doub
passed acousto-optic modulator. As shown in Fig. 2 for
case of coincident cavityvc and atomicva resonance fre-
quencies, sub-Doppler features are clearly observed as
sorption dips’’ in the transmission spectrumT(vL). Other
scans demonstrate that whenvc is tuned away fromva , the
absorptive feature inT(vL) does not similarly shift.

From data such as those in Fig. 2 over a rangeQ1<Q

FIG. 2. The transmitted intensityT(vL) for single WGMs is
shown for ~a! Q51.53106 and ~b! Q543107. In the regime of
~a!, we infer from a phenomenological model@solid line, see Eq.
~3!# that the dip width is driven by a set of atoms selected by
cavity geometry. As theQ increases~b!, the width of the absorptive
feature narrows, suggestive of a class of atoms with small velo
Zero detuning corresponds to the common atom-cavity reson
(vL5va5vc). The inferred empty cavity transmission is indicat
in ~a! ~dashed line!.
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<Q2 , we plot in Fig. 3 the widthDn of the narrow absorp-
tion feature versus theinverse widthDV21 of the broad
transmission function, with~Dn,DV! defined in Fig. 2. Note
thatDV serves as an indirect measure of the linewidth of
empty cavity and hence ofQ21 via q[vc /DV @16#. Given
that the Doppler half width at half maximum~HWHM! in
the cesium vapor isDvdAln2/2p;190 MHz and that the
data in Fig. 3 are taken in a linear regime, it is perha
surprising thatDn!DvD . Operationally, we ensure that th
data are acquired in a linear regime with measurement
the sort shown in Fig. 4~a!. For a specific mode withQ
;1.53106 , the depth of the absorptive feature on resona
as a function of the transmitted intensity on resonance is s
to exhibit a linear relation up untilm0; 10 intracavity pho-
tons, beyond which it begins to saturate. More generally,
estimate the intracavity photon numberm0 to vary between
0.5<m0< 30 for our data, with saturation form0*10.

Our starting point, in an attempt to model these obser
tions, is the Heisenberg equations of motion for a set
moving atoms coupled to a single WGM in the weak-fie
limit @17#. The transmission functiont(vL) for the ratio of
transmitted to incident field amplitudes is derived assumin
time-independent steady state for the intracavity field a
classical atomic trajectories unaffected by the cavity fie
and is found to be

t~vL!5
k

k2 idc1g0
2N̄Tx~vL!

, ~1!

e

y.
ce

FIG. 3. The widthDn of the absorptive feature plotted again
q[vc /DV (Dn, DV defined in Fig. 2!, where the relationship of
q to the actual modeQ is discussed in the text.

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence of the size of the narrow absorption
on intracavity photon number in the low-Q regime of Fig. 2~a!. ~b!
The atomic responseuxA(vL)u2 ~normalized to unity! inferred from
the phenomenological model discussed in the text@see Eq.~3!#.
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wherek5vc/2Q is the cavity HWHM with no atoms and
dc,a5vL2vc,a are the cavity and atomic detunings. For
mode volumeVm and mode functionc(r ), the atomic
dipole coupling rate for a single atom is described by
vacuum Rabi frequencyg(r )5g

max
c(r ) with g

max
5

A3cl2g'/4pVm, so thatg05g(a) is the value at the surfac
of the sphere~though the WGM field maximum is actuall
inside the sphere close to the surface, the maximum v
accessible to the atomic vapor,g0/2p;20 MHz, is right at
the surface!. The quantity

x~vL![
1

Vm
E d3vp~v!E d3k

uf~k!u2

g2 i ~da1k–v!
~2!

plays the role of an effective susceptibility for the atom
sample in its interaction with the WGM. The Fourier tran
form of the mode function

f~k!5~2p!23/2E d3rc~r !exp~2 ik–r !

is normalized such that

Vm5E d3kuf~k!u25E d3r uc~r !u2 ,

with the effective atom numberN̄T[rVm
e and r as the

atomic density.p(v) is the atomic velocity distribution
which is assumed to be Maxwell-Boltzmann.

Because we have been unable to evaluatex(vL) for the
actual functions $c(r ),p(v)%, we have performed
calculations for simplified approximations toc(r )
external to the microsphere„e.g., c~r !;exp@22p~r
2a!/l#exp~2u2/u0

2!exp~imf! as an approximation toc~r !
;hl

(1)~kr)Ylm~u,f!…. Via numerical integration, we find
transmission functionsT(vL)[ut(vL)u2 that are in quantita-
tive accord with the measured spectra for lowQ&Q055
3106, but which deviate from our observations forQ*Q0
due to a near absence ofnarrow features of width;g.

Nonetheless, these calculations motivate an ansatz
takes

x~vL!→xA~vL![
1

N̄T

S N̄df d~da!1
N̄t

Dv t2 ida
1

N̄a

g2 ida
D ,

~3!

with N̄d1N̄t1N̄a5N̄T . The first component in Eq.~3! is
physically motivated by noting that there must be a Dopp
broadened responsef d(da);(1/Dvd)exp(2da

2/Dvd
2) due to

velocity components tangential to the sphere in the direc
of circulation of the mode. In addition, due to the geome
of the WGM, there is also significant transit broadening d
to residence times of only 1022t for motion along the radia
coordinate to 1021t along theêu direction~for which there is
no Doppler broadening!. Though any given atomic trajector
will yield a complicated function of both of these mech
nisms @as in Eq.~2!#, in Eq. ~3! we simply add a transit
broadened component of HWHMDv t/2p;25 MHz corre-
sponding to a linear trajectory of lengthl t;Aal/p through
the mode.
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The solid lines through the data of Fig. 2 are based on
~1! with the ansatz of Eq.~3!. For Q&Q0, only the first two

components withN̄d50.7560.05 andN̄t50.2560.03 are
needed in order to explainall traces. From this, we infer that
the Doppler-broadened set of atoms act only as a broad
sorber~sinceDv t,k,Dvd) and that the absorptive dip a
line center is accounted for by the widthDv t , implying that
cavity geometry is a dominant factor belowQ0. That is, the
geometry of the cavity correctly accounts for the coexiste
of both transit and Doppler broadening, where of course
simple sum of contributions suggested phenomenologic
in Eq. ~3! is more properly interpreted as an interplay
frequency scales as in Eq.~2!.

By contrast, forQ.Q0 it is essential to include a sma

componentN̄a;0.015 of atoms that respond with their nat
ral linewidth g ~the inclusion of which does not change th
quality of the fits forQ&Q0). In fact, this component now
completely determines the properties of the narrow abso
tive feature, sincek,(Dv t ,Dvd). Although the need for
this small subset of atoms moving slowly enough and
directions such that they are neither appreciably Dopp
nor transit-broadened is thus operationally motivated, th
existence is also supported within the context of other m
surements near dielectric surfaces, as, for example, in
work on Doppler-free evanescent-wave spectroscopy@18#.

Our simple model also allows us to address the issue
the relationship of the quantityq of Fig. 3 to the actual
empty cavityQ. For Q&Q0 we have thatq'Q, with our
inference of the empty cavity transmission shown as
dashed trace in Fig. 2~a!. However, for Q.Q0, the two
broadly absorbing components in (N̄d ,N̄t) ~which account
for most of the atoms! significantly alter the line shape rela
tive to that inferred for the empty cavity withq.Q/2.5 for
Q5Q2 and the peak transmission of the cavity reduced b
factor;4.5. In fact, within the context of our ansatz forxA ,
the subnatural widths in Fig. 3 are an artifact of how the
different contributions~each of width>g) combine to pro-
duceT(vL), as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 2~b!.

Finally, the results of our phenomenological model a
summarized in Fig. 4~b!, where we show the inference of th
effective atomic susceptibility xA in Eq. ~3! for
(N̄d ,N̄t ,N̄a)5(0.75,0.25,0.015), which best fits our da
across the whole range inQ. Note that N̄d1N̄t1N̄a'1,
which agrees rather nicely with our previous estimate ba
uponVm

e andr. Interestingly, the profile of Fig. 4~b! bears a
striking resemblance to those seen in ultrahigh-resolu
molecular saturation spectroscopy in a transit broaden
limited regime@19#.

BecauseN̄a /N̄T;1022, it is perhaps not surprising tha
our attempts to simplify the full integral of Eq.~2! failed to
provide an accurate accounting of the narrow componen
x(vL). Nonetheless, even assuming an exact evaluat
there are several mechanisms that could produce narrow
tures and are not accounted for in Eq.~1!. First, asQ in-
creases, a greater percentage of the counterpropag
(q,l ,2m) mode is excited, with a corresponding increase
the possibility for intracavity standing-wave structure@20#
along the direction of mode propagation. Such structure
capable of producing narrow features by isolating the sl
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atom components in a thermal gas. In addition,
exp~2u2/u0

2) dependence of our mode function in the tran
verse direction is strictly only valid for them5 l mode with
u0

2;2/l , and, as one moves away fromm5 l , the WGM
dependence onu develops auxiliary maxima@21#. Second,
p(v) may depart from a Maxwell distribution, especially fo
those atoms withv r.0 that are leaving the surface. Obv
ously, a distribution that was peaked at lower velocities
that favored directions orthogonal to the direction of prop
gation of the mode would lead to narrow features. Fina
we have not accounted for possible atomic level shifts@22#
(da→da1D) and modifications to the width (g→g8) due to
enhancement or inhibition@23,24# of radiative decay in the
vicinity of the sphere’s dielectric boundary, which would b
extremely difficult to do correctly~e.g., by taking into ac-
count both nonidealities such as asphericity, which splits
degeneracy in mode numberm and Q’s that are typically
nonradiatively limited,and the spatial dependence ofg8 and
D).

In conclusion, we have reported evidence for atoms in
acting with high-Q WGMs at the level of a single atom an
a few photons in the mode. An exact analysis of the inter
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tion and hence direct comparison with theory is complica
by both geometrical effects of the sphere, precise detail
the WGM mode structure, and the fact that most atoms tr
sit the mode volume at their thermal velocity. However, t
present effort opens the door for future experiments in wh
we hope to mitigate the fast transit effects and entir
change the velocity distribution by coupling cold atoms in
magneto-optical trap to the evanescent portion of the mo
A next goal would then be to watchin real timeas individual
atoms interact with the field in the spirit of Refs.@3,4#. In
fact, it is extremely encouraging that the requirements
strong coupling, $g0/2p'20 MHz%.$(kQ2

,g)/2p'(7
MHz,2.6 MHz!%, necessary for future work have alread
been achieved in this initial demonstration, but any manif
tation ~such as a resolved vacuum-Rabi splitting! has been
masked by the atomic thermal distribution.
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